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A quantum-mechanical theory of vibronic dephasing of impurity molecules in condensed media is 
presented. An expression for the dephasing time is derived that exhibits explicit dependences upon 
microscopic properties of both impurity and medium. The expression, which contains the temperature 
dependence and the cross section for dephasing, is used to predict qualitatively and semiquantitatively 
some features of vibronic spectral lines in solids. Of particular interest are systems in which the influence 
of intramolecular properties (of the impurity) upon dephasing is separable from that of intermolecular 
properties (of the medium). The distinction between vibrational and purely electronic effects on vibronic 
dephasing is also emphasized. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In reccat years, the phenomenon of molecular de-
phasing has come under intensive study. A general def-
inition of the term "molecular dephasing" is the follow-
ing: the process by which phase coherence of micro-
scopic (i.e., molecular) states among the molecules of 
a system is lost. Hence, there are various types of de-
phasing (e. g., vibrational and electronic) correspond-
ing to the different types of molecular motions. Some 
questions pertinent to dephasing are (1) What are the 
interrelationships among these different types of de-
phasing? (2) What are the experimental means of prob-
ing dephasing? (3) What is the relationship between char-
acteristic (experimental) times, e. g., the dephasing 
time, and molecular processes? (4) What is the depen-
dence of these characteristic times upon microscopic 
properties of the system, as determined by the poten-
tial-energy surface? 
In this paper, we shall present a quantum-mechanical 
theory of vibronic (i.e., vibrational-electronic) de-
phasing of "optically active" impurity molecules dis-
solved in an inactive, condensed medium. The theory 
provides an expression for the (pure) de phasing time in 
terms of molecular properties of both the impurity and 
the medium, e. g. , the equilibrium structure of the 
medium, the impurity-medium coupling strength, and 
the degree of anharmonicity of the intramolecular po-
tential surface of the impurity. 
The term "dephasing" is inherently vague and often 
appears to be used differently by different authors dis-
cussing the same experiments. Consequently, in Sec. 
II, we shall provide the explicit connections between 
optical absorption (or emission) and the dephasing 
time. We shall also delineate the physical processes 
which contribute to dephasing. In Sec. III, we shall 
develop the theory. The predictions will then be dis-
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cussed qualitatively and semiquantitatively in Sec. IV. 
(In the following paper II, weshall apply the theory to 
the special case of anharmonic homonuclear diatomic 
impurities in low-temperature rare-gas matrices. We 
shall also compare our quantum results for the system 
Cl2/ Ar with the stochastic-classical-trajectory results 
obtained by Shugard et al. 1) Finally, in Sec. V, we 
close with a summary and discussion of our principal 
conclusions. 
II. DEPHASING OF IMPURITIES IN CONDENSED 
MEDIA 
A. Physical system and basic assumptions 
Let us consider a solution of "optically active" im-
purity (solute) molecules, i.e., molecules exhibiting 
electronic or infrared absorption (or emission) spectra, 
in an optically inactive medium (solvent). For simplic-
ity, let the following conditions prevail: 
(i) the solution is sufficiently dilute that interactions 
among impurity molecules are negligible; 
(ii) the active mode of the impurity has only two ener-
gy levels, or equivalently, the relevant optical transi-
tion is well isolated from all others; 
(iii) the modes of the medium are independent of the 
energy level of the active solute mode2; 
(iv) the coupling of the active impurity mode to other 
degrees of freedom of the system is weak. 
Condition (iv) implies that the relevant optical transition 
is homogeneously broadened. 3 
B. Absorption line shape and correlation functions 
The absorption line shape function may be expressed 
as3 
I.(w)= (21Tt1 J: dtexp(-iwt)I.(t), (II. 1) 
where 
(II. 2) 
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and J.J. is the electric dipole-moment operator associated 
with the entire system. Then, under conditions (i)-(iv), 
I.(w)=JT-1 1 J.J. 11 1 2Re[f' dtexp(-iwt)G.(t~ , 
where 
c.(t)= (b(O)bt(t))"", 
b=li)<JI, 
(II. 3) 
(II. 4) 
(II. 5) 
and i and fare the initial and final energy levels of the 
isolated impurity, respectively. The correlation func-
tion decays exponentially as 
(II. 6) 
where w11 is the transition frequency, t::.w 11 is the sol-
vent shift, and the decay constant r 11 is related to the 
dephasing time T 2 by 
(II. 7) 
Now, substituting expression (II. 6) for c. into Eq. (II. 3) 
and performing the integration, we obtain 
I.(w) exT 11[(w - w11 - t::.w 11)2 + r~,]- 1 , (II. 8) 
i.e. , the line shape is Lorentzian with a full width at 
half-maximum equal to 2r11• 
C. Expression for T2 
For a two-level impurity coupled to a medium (ther-
mal bath), we can write the complete Hamiltonian as 
H = H0 + V = H~ + H~ + V , (II. 9) 
where Hj and Ht are the Hamiltonians of the isolated 
impurity and medium, respectively, and V is the im-
purity-medium interaction. For the case in which the 
medium is a solid, Jones and Zewail4 have derived the 
following general expression for the dephasing rate 5: 
Tit= Tjt + T2-1 , 
where 
Tj 1 = (Tj: + Tjj)/2 
and 
T2- 1=7Tif- 1 L w, L I (ip'l Tl ip) 
p P' 
- (fp'l TlfP) 121i( E,-E,.). 
(II. 10) 
(II. 11) 
(II. 12) 
In Eqs. (11.11) and (II. 12), i andfdenote, respectively, 
the initial and final levels of the isolated impurity; p 
denotes a many-body state of the medium having energy 
Ep and probability of occupation Wp; T11 and T 11 are the 
population relaxation times associated with impurity lev-
els i andf, respectively; Tis the transition operator, 
which satisfies Dyson's equation6 
(II. 13) 
where G0 is the unperturbed resolvent (Green operator). 
Expression (II. 12) can be recast (see Appendix A) as 
J'2- 1=in-- 2 1: (t::.T(O)t::.T(t))~dt, 
where 
(II. 14) 
(II. 15) 
and ( · · · >t signifies a canonical ensemble average over 
the states of the medium. Note carefully that ( i IT I i) 
(or (fl T If)) is the expectation value of the full transi-
tion operator with the impurity in the intramolecular 
level i (or f) and hence depends upon the coordinates of 
the medium in general. As a consequence, t::.T is an 
operator depending only on medium variables. 
Now, invoking the Born approximation, i.e., replac-
ing T by V, we obtain from Eq. (II. 14) 
T~- 1 =iW2 1: (t::.V(O)t::.V(t))tdt 
(II. 16) 
Thus, it is apparent that r;-t is the zero-frequency com-
ponent of the autocorrelation function of either t::.T in the 
exact expression [Eq. (II. 14)] or t::. V in the Born approx-
imation [Eq. (II. 16)] thereto. This latter result [Eq. 
(II. 16)] is in agreement with that obtained previously by 
others. 7- 9 It also agrees with the result reached by 
Diestler, 10 provided that the thermal average of t::. V van-
ishes, i. e. , 
(t::.V)~=TrM[PM(O)t::.V]= LWP(plt::.VIP>=O, (11.17) 
p 
where PM(O) is the equilibrium canonical density opera-
tor characterizing the isolated medium. 11 
Using the general expression (II. 12), we may inter-
pret dephasing physically as follows: From Eq. (II. 10), 
we see that the total rate (T21) of dephasing is a sum of 
two contributions: (1) Til, the rate of population relaxa-
tion, which results from inelastic transitions between 
impurity levels; (2) r;-t, the rate of pure dephasing, 
which results from elastic scattering processes in 
which the population of impurity levels does not change. 
Let us consider pure dephasing in greater depth. The 
form of the argument of the Dirac delta function in ex-
pression (II. 12) tells us that pure dephasing results 
from elastic transitions between the states lp) and lp') 
of the medium (which includes all d. f. to which the 
relevant impurity levels i and fare coupled). In the 
gas phase, the medium consists of the translational 
motions of the c. m. 's of the active molecules. Pure 
dephasing results from a sequence of simple elastic 
bimolecular collisions. At the other extreme, in solids 
the medium consists of lattice normal modes and pure 
dephasing takes place via phonon-scattering processes. 
Phonon scattering in solids may be viewed as the analog 
of bimolecular scattering in gases. In liquids, however, 
the picture is somewhat murkier, since the unperturbed 
many-body states of liquids cannot be simply described 
in terms of free translations (gas) or normal vibrations 
(solid). Nonetheless, under certain prescribed condi-
tions, 4• 11 expression (II. 12) still holds. 
Ill. THEORY OF VIBRONIC DEPHASING 
Previous theoretical treatments have focused on either 
pure vibrational dephasing or pure electronic dephasing. 
The purpose of this Section is to develop a general theory 
of vibronic dephasing, which includes as special cases 
pure vibrational and pure electronic dephasing. For 
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the sake of clarity, we shall restrict our consideration 
to the system consisting of a single molecular impurity 
isolated in a solid host. Again, we shall assume that 
all relevant vibronic transitions are homogeneously 
broadened. 
A. Adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer states and the potential· 
energy surface 
Under the standard adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer ap-
proximation, the vibronic wave functions of the entire 
system can be written as 
1JI1(r;R) = cp 1(r;R)x1(R) , (Ill. 1) 
where cp 1 is the Born-Oppenheimer electronic wave 
function and x1(R) is the corresponding vibrational (or, 
in general, rotational-vibrational) wave function. In 
Eq. (III.1), rand R, respectively, denote the sets of 
electronic and nuclear coordinates. The vibrational 
wave function satisfies the Schrodinger equation 
(III. 2) 
where TN is the total nuclear kinetic -energy operator 
and e1(R) is the adiabatic potential-energy surface 
(PES) governing the nuclear motion of the entire sys-
tem. 
It is convenient to partition the nuclear coordinates 
into two sets: the intramolecular coordinates of the im-
purity {Q} and the "lattice" coordinates {u}. Note that, 
in general, {u} includes the translational coordinates of 
both the impurity and host molecules and the internal 
(i. e. , vibrational and rotational) coordinates of the 
host. Now, expanding the PES in a partial Taylor se-
ries in the lattice coordinates, we have 
Et(Q;u)= EI(Q;O)+L L em .. (Q)u« .. 
. .. 
where 
E~n .. (Q) = ( 8etf 8u•a )o 
Ema,JB(Q): (82etf au • ., 8u1B)O , (ITI.4) 
and u ... is the ath Cartesian c!)mponent of the displace-
ment of the kth lattice atom from its equilibrium posi-
tion. The partial derivatives defined by Eq. (III. 4) can 
be further expanded as 
e<nl (Q)- e<nl (0) +"" (ae<nl /8Q ) Q •;~ea,JB,... - f;~ea,l8,... 6 f;JCo:,ll3,... r 0 r 
r 
where Qr is the displacement of the rth internal coordi-
nate from its equilibrium value. (Note that this two-
step Taylor expansion is equivalent to a direct expansion 
in all coordinates.) Equation (III. 5) implicitly assumes 
that the intramolecular coordinates experience only 
small displacements from their equilibrium values and 
hence is not valid in the case of free (or nearly free) 
rotations. 
For the purpose of calculating the zero-order vibronic 
wave functions, we shall take the unperturbed adiabatic 
PES corresponding to the ith electronic state to be given 
by 
(III. 6) 
where e1(Q;O) governs the intramolecular motion in the 
field of the lattice "frozen" at equilibrium and k«<>; 18 
are force constants determining the normal modes of 
the lattice. Equation (III. 6), which is tantamount to a 
separation of the intramolecular vibrations of the im-
purity from the intermolecular vibrations of the lattice, 
is based on the assumption (iv) of Sec. II that the im-
purity-lattice coupling is weak. An alternate approach 
would view this separation as a second adiabatic approx-. 
imation (analogous to the standard adiabatic Born-Oppen-
heimer approximation) in which the relatively high-fre-
quency intramolecular motions [governed by e1(Q;O)] ad-just instantaneously in the effective potential field deriving 
from the relatively low-frequency lattice motions. Then 
the zero-order total vibrational wave function factors 
into a product of the intramolecular impurity wave func-
tion X~ and the lattice wave function lf1°, i. e. , 
x~(R) == x~y(Q)lfl~(u) , (III. 7) 
where v and n, respectively, denote sets of quantum 
numbers necessary to specify the intramolecular and 
lattice vibrational eigenstates. In the occupation-num-
ber representation, lfl~ may be expressed as 
(III. 8) 
where v refers to the vth normal mode. Finally, the 
total zero-order vibronic wave function (III. 1) may be 
rewritten more explicitly as 
1/Jt(r;R) = cp 1 (r;R)x~y(Q)1JI~(u) . (III. 9) 
Now the impurity-lattice coupling leading to vibronic 
dephasing can be seen from Eqs. (III. 3) and (III. 6) to be 
Vt=Vt(Q;u)=~t~+~2l' 
where 
~tl = L eg~ .. (Q)u.,.' 
... 
(III. 10) 
(III. lla) 
(III. llb) 
and terms cubic and higher degree in the lattice coordi-
nates have been neglected. Note that eg~ ... 18(Q) mani-
fests the full vibronic [i. e. , both vibrational (Q) and 
electronic (i)] dependence of the impurity-lattice inter-
action responsible for dephasing. 
B. General expression for T2 
From the fact that only elastic phonon-scattering pro-
cesses lead to pure dephasing, we deduce that only the 
term ~21 [see Eq. (lll. llb)], which is quadratic in the 
lattice displacements, contributes to T2. Further-
more, from Eq. (II. 16), it follows that we need the ex-
pectation value of the coupling potential (V< 21 ) for the 
initial and final intramolecular levels. Now, since 
E~ 21 does not depend explicitly upon electronic coordi-
nates, we have from Eq. (III. llb) 
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(III. 12) 
It is emphasized that the coupling between the lattice and 
the impurity is different for the different electronic 
states, as dictated by the index i on Ej 2>. In other 
words, expression (Ill. 12) manifests both electronic 
Some insights into the mechanisms of pure dephasing 
can be had at this point by examining in detail expres-
sion (III. 14), which tells us essentially that vibronic de-
phasing is due to a disparity between the phonon-scat-
tering "cross sections" of the initial and final vibronic 
levels. For example, the term 
[Egta,ra(O)- E}~~a,ra(O)] (111.15) 
depends only on the electronic distribution (through in-
dex i or f) and not explicitly on the vibrational (i. e. , 
nuclear) motion of the impurity. Thus, it represents a 
purely electronic contribution to the cross section and 
would be present even if the impurity were monatomic. 
On the other hand, the terms 
L)(aEgt,,,JaQr)0 {x~ .. / Qr/x~ .. > 
r 
(III. 16) 
and 
~ LL [(82Egta,ral 8QraQ.)o <x~ .. / QTQ./ x~ .. > 
r s 
- (82 E}~~a.ral 8QTBQ.)o <x~ ... I QrQs/ x~ ... )] (III. 17) 
represent vibronic contributions to the cross section. 
To clarify this, let us consider, for example, the term 
(8 2 Eg~.,, 18/BQ7 aQ.)0 (x~ .. /QrQs/x~.,)u • .,u 18 , (III.18) 
which can be rewritten as 
(84 E1(Q;u)/ 8Q7 8Q8 8U•a 8ul8)0 (X~ vi QrQs/ X~.,) U•aUr8 • (III. 19) 
Expression (III. 19) represents a quartic anharmonic 
coupling between the intramolecular and lattice modes. 
An explicit dependence [in the corresponding term of 
the cross section, i.e., expression (III. 17)] on the elec-
tronic state is carried by the index i on the anharmonic 
coupling constant [i.e., (a4E/BQ7 8Q5 8u • .,Bu 18 )0]. The 
influence of "pure" vibration is exerted through the ex-
pectation value <x~.,l Q7Q.Ix~ .. >. which itself depends in-
directly on the electronic state, since the intramolecular 
component of the PES [i.e., E1(Q;O)] determines the na-
ture of the X~v· We note in passing that, for systems in 
which the separation of the intra- and intermolecular 
modes is difficult (e. g. , because of a resonance be-
(i) and vibrational (v) effects on pure dephasing. From 
Eq. (II. 15), we therefore obtain 
(III. 13) 
Finally, employing the expansion (III. 5), we can re-
write Eq. (III. 13) as 
(III. 14) 
tween the impurity and lattice modes), anharmonic terms 
of the type (III. 19) are reminiscent of those (e. g., 
u • .,u 18umYun6) giving rise to complicated many-body pho-
non -scattering processes in pure anharmonic crystals. 6 
According to Eq. (II. 16), T~ involves matrix elements 
of a V between many-body states of the medium, which 
in the present instance is the host crystal lattice. 
Hence, from Eq. (III. 12), it follows that we must eval-
uate matrix elements of the type (n I u.au18 1 n') with In) 
defined by Eq. (UI. 8). This can be conveniently accom-
plished by expressing the lattice-atom displacements as 
u • .,=L:<c • .,;.b.+c:.,;.b~)' (III. 20) 
• 
where b. and bZ are, respectively, the destruction and 
creation operators associated with the vth normal mode 
and c.a;v is a complex (i.e., nonreal) constant depending 
on the structure of the host lattice. Then, 
+ c:"';" C1a;. b~ b. +C:.,;.,Cfa;vb~b~). (III. 21) 
Now, in order for the phonon scattering to be elastic, 
i.e. , energy conserving, one phonon must be destroyed 
while another of the same energy is created. Therefore, 
the "direct" terms of Eq. (III. 21 ), i. e. , b.,bv and b~b~, 
cannot contribute to elastic scattering, as they either 
create or destroy two phonons. Moreover, the diagonal 
terms of the form bJ b., where JJ. = v, can be ignored. 11 
Hence, we have, for the relevant contribution to r;-t, 
u.au 18 =L L (C.a;.,Cfa;vb.,b~+ c:.,;.,C 18;vb~bv). (III. 22) 
u v'#u, 
Finally, noting that a Vl2> is summed over all Ket, l{3, 
JJ., and v, we can rewrite Eq. (III. 22) as 
(III. 23) 
From Eqs. (III. 13) and (III. 23 }, it follows that 
(n/aV12>/n')=LL n.,.(n/b~b./n'), 
" v<~<" 
(III. 24) 
where 
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n.,. = L L ((x~v IE~~~ ... 1a I X~v> - <x~v' I Ema, 1a I X~v')) C: .. ; .,c 1a;v 
KO! IB 
= L: :E{[Ema, IB(O) - E}~~a,le(O)] + l:[ (aEg~ .. ' lei aQr)o (X~ vi Qr I X~v> - ( aE}~~a. IB/ aQr)o ( X~v' I Qr I xJv')] 
~ W r 
the second line of Eq. (III. 25) following from Eq. (III. 5). 
Invoking the standard relation 
(nlb~bvln') 
(III. 26) 
we have from Eq. (III. 24) 
(III. 27) 
where the cross terms have been exluded since they 
vanish upon summing on n', as required in the evaluation 
of T2"1• Now, recasting Eq. (II. 16) in the present nota-
tion as 
T2"1 =1Tif" 1L Wn ~['E 'E I D.,vl 2 (n~ + 1)n~ 
n n IJ. v:#JJ. 
X {j < • • • 0 , 1" • • 15 • 1" • ·] 71 171 1 "tJ.'"~-'+ "v•"~-
XO (L: nw.,.n.,.- L:nw.-n~) (III. 28) 
ll. v' .} 
and carrying out the sums on n' and n, we obtain 
(III. 29) 
where the thermally averaged occupation number of the 
J..Lth lattice mode is given explicitly by 
n., = [exp(nw ..,/k8 T) -1]"1 (III. 30) 
and k s is Boltzmann's constant. 
C. Separation of intra- and intermolecular effects on T:Z: 
illustrative special cases 
As it stands, expression (III. 29) is quite general and 
the effects of both impurity and lattice upon T2 are inter-
woven in a complicated fashion inn.,. [see Eq. (III. 25)]. 
It is instructive to examine some simple special cases 
in which the influence of the impurity is separable from 
that of the lattice. Here we shall concentrate on intra-
molecular effects, leaving the lattice in a simple har-
monic potential field. Recently, Bellows and Prasad12 
have considered the effects of lattice anharmonicities 
on dephasing. 
For simplicity, we shall express the impurity-lattice 
interaction V in terms of the strain tensor13 and defer a 
treatment based on explicit consideration of D.,v to Sec-
tion IV and Paper II. Then, V can be written as 
(III. 31) 
where, following Ref. 13, we approximate the strain by 
(III. 25) 
(III. 32) 
In Eq. (III. 32), q"' is the wave vector associated with 
the J..Lth lattice mode and m 9 and N are, respectively, 
the mass and total number of lattice atoms. The coef-
ficients V 1 in expansion (III. 31) depend only upon the 
intramolecular variables (both electronic and vibration-
al coordinates) of the impurity and E describes the cou-
pling of the lattice to the excited impurity through phonon 
absorption and emission. Herein lies the motivation for 
the approach employing strain, i. e. , it leads directly 
to a clean separation of lattice and impurity variables 
to all orders in E. 
Again, since only elastic phonon scattering gives rise 
to pure dephasing, the relevant interaction term is V2E2 
and hence 
"V(2) < -0 I v I -0 > 2 ( 2) 2 
<..> = </>t'X.tv' 2 </>tXtv' E ='U If E • (III. 33) 
By a treatment which precisely parallels that leading 
from Eq. (III. 20) to (III. 29), we obtain 
~-t = 1T/(N2m;)I'U };> 12 
x L: L: q~q~/(w.,w)n.,(n.+ 1)o(w., -w.). (III. 34) 
1L V~IL 
Taking the lattice to be a continuum, we can replace the 
sums in Eq. (III. 34) by integrals according to 
(III. 35) 
where p(w) is the frequency distribution of the lattice 
modes. Note that the validity of Eq. (III. 35) rests upon 
the fact that the summand (integrand) in Eq. (III. 34) de-
pends only upon the magnitude of the wave vector. Now 
employing relation (III. 35) in Eq. (III. 34) and carrying 
out the integration over wv, we obtain 
l "'max T2-1=1T/(N2m~)I'VJP I 2 o dw p2(w) 
x[q(w)]4 w"2 n(w)[n(w) + 1]. (III. 36) 
Hence, we see that T2" 1 is expressible as a product 
of an intramolecular factor I'UW1 2 and a lattice factor. 
Two cases will now be considered. 
1. Debye solid 
In this case, 
{
9Nw2jw 3 p(W)= D' 
0' 
(III. 37) 
W> WD, 
and 
(III. 38) 
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where V 8 is the speed of sound and the cutoff frequency 
w D is given in terms of the number density (pn) by 
(III. 39) 
Substituting expressions (III. 30) and (III. 37)-(III. 39) into 
Eq. (III. 36) and simplifying, we obtain 
(III. 40) 
where 
(III. 41) 
Now, for temperatures much less than the Debye tem-
perature 
TD=nwD/kB, (III. 42) 
expression (III. 40) can be approximated by 
(III. 43) 
where Pm (= msPn) is the mass density of the host lat-
tice. Expression (Ill. 43} for T~- 1 has been reached pre-
viously in related contexts4• 10 ; the T 1 dependence is a 
result of the Debye approximation. 13 
2. Quasilocal modes 
Now let us suppose that the impurity is coupled to a 
quasilocal mode having a density of states p peaked 
sharply about w0• Then, in the neighborhood of this 
maximum in p, the temperature-dependent factor 
n(w )[ii(w) + 1] of the integrand in Eq. (III. 36) varies 
slowly and may be assumed constant (for a detailed 
treatment, see Appendix B). Hence, 
T~- 1 cc exp(nw0/kBT)/[exp(nw0/kB'T) -1F, (III. 44) 
which may be approximated by 
T~- 1 cc exp(-nw 0/kBT) (III. 45) 
at temperatures T such that 
nwo»kBT. (III. 46) 
This result agrees with previous calculations. 4 
Now that we have discussed how intra- and intermolec-
ular effects on T~ can be separated, we shall focus our 
attention in the remainder of this paper upon the influ-
ence of intramolecular properties on dephasing. 
IV. PREDICTIONS OF INTRAMOLECULAR EFFECTS: 
SPECIAL CASES 
Let us now restrict our attention to the case of a dia-
tomic impurity for the sake of simplicity. Figure 1 
depicts the intramolecular component r.1° [= € 1(Q;O)] of 
the PES corresponding to two different electronic 
. states. We shall focus separately on pure electronic 
and vibrational dephasing by considering two extreme 
cases here and by presenting a numerical calculation 
of T~ for a model in II. First, let us assume that the 
impurity-lattice coupling for the two vibronic levels is 
identical. Then, from Eq. (III. 25), we have 
;;-Harmonic 
If> 
v"= 10 
li > 
v
11
=0 
Q 
FIG. 1. Schematic representation of adiabatic intramolecular 
potential-energy curves corresponding to vibronic states i and 
f of a diatomic molecule. Q is the internuclear separation and 
Q0 denotes the equilibrium separation. The schematic on the 
right depicts the transition v" ~ 0-v" ~ 10 (not dipole allowed) 
for a harmonic curve. 
D"v= ((x~ .. l Q I X~v> - ( xJ.,. I Q I xJ.,) )D~1J 
+((x~viQ2 I~v>-<xJv•IQ2 I'XJ.,.))D~~, (IV. 1) 
through terms quadratic in the intramolecular coordi-
nate Q of the impurity, where 
D~1,!= L L[8€~~.1B(Q)/8Q]0 C~ .. ; .. CIB;v, 
<"' IB 
(IV. 2) 
If the deviations of Q from its equilibrium value Q~ 0 
are small, then expression (IV. 1) is a good approxima-
tion to D""' Note that, in general, the linear and qua-
dratic terms in Eq. (IV. 1) interfere with one another in 
determining D.... Let us consider the following special 
cases. 
A. Harmonic intramolecular potential curves 
In this case, the contribution of the linear term van-
ishes on account of the selection rule ~v = ± 1 on Q for 
the harmonic oscillator. Only the quadratic term con-
tributes to D "" and 
D ... =(n/i..L)[(v,+t)/w 1 -(v1 +t)/w1]D~~, (IV.3) 
where we have invoked the relation (vI Q21 v) = n(v + t )/ 
IJ.W, 1J. is the reduced mass of the diatomic impurity, 
and w1 and w1 are the fundamental frequencies asso-
ciated with the initial and final manifolds, respectively, 
as determined by £ 1(Q;O) [see Eq. (III. 6)). If w, = w1 
== w, then expression (IV. 3) simplifies to 
D .. v= (n/ IJ.W) {v1 - v1)D~2j , (IV. 4) 
which applies to pure vibrational dephasing within a 
single manifold or to dephasing of vibronic transitions 
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between manifolds having the same fundamental fre-
quency. 
1. Vibrational overtones 
Although the transitions (0, v") within the same har-
monic manifold are optically (dipole) forbidden, if such 
states v could be populated by other means, then pure 
vibrational de phasing could be observed and would dis-
play an interesting dependence on v 11 • For the overtones 
(0, v" ), 
(IV. 5) 
Substituting this expression for DjJ.v into Eq. (Ill. 29) for 
~- 1 , we see that, at a fixed temperature, the pure de-
phasing rate increases quadratically with v". This is an 
interesting result in that it means that the width of 
homogeneously broadened overtones associated with 
harmonic manifolds should increase as v"\ if energy 
relaxation (Tj1) is negligible compared to pure dephas-
ing (T2-1). 14 Moreover, Eq. (IV. 5) indicates that, as 
the fundamental frequency associated with the oscillator 
increases, the pure de phasing rate decreases. It is 
interesting to compare this conclusion with the classical 
prediction. From a classical-mechanical viewpoint, 
one might expect that, as the frequency of the oscilla-
tor increases, it becomes less sensitive to its local 
environment and hence dephases more slowly. Similar-
ly, if the oscillator becomes "heavier," i.e., Jl increas-
es, then according to Eq. (IV. 5) the dephasing rate de-
creases. Again, this makes sense from a classical per-
spective. For a fixed frequency, increasing Jl decreas-
es the classical turning point (i.e., vibrational ampli-
tude) of the oscillator. Hence, it probes (or "feels") 
the local environment to a lesser extent and consequent-
ly dephases more slowly. 
2. Vibronic transitions 
Under the adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer and Franck-
Condon approximations, the intensity of the electric-
dipole transition between vibronic levels i and f is pro-
portional to the Franck-Condon factor l(x~vixJv•)l 2 • 
Hence, under the condition that the harmonic potential 
curves U}0 and U}'> have identical frequencies (w 1 = w1 
= w) and minima ( Q~ 0 = Q~1 > ), all intensity is in the 
(0, 0) line. Moreover, from Eq. (IV. 4), it follows that 
the contribution of pure dephasing (T2-1) to the homo-
geneous width vanishes. Hence, under these conditions, 
only energy-relaxation processes contribute to the 
(0, 0) width. In Sec. IV C below, we shall show that, in 
general, T2 does not vanish, on account of the purely 
electronic contribution to dephasing. 
Now, if the harmonic potentials are simply displaced 
from one another, i.e., Q~0 * Q~1>, the frequencies be-
ing held equal, then all of the various vibronic lines 
(0, v') share intensity, with the maximum at the "verti-
cal" transition. However, the situation with respect to 
dephasing remains unaltered. The contribution of T~- 1 
to the (0, 0) linewidth remains zero while that to the 
(0, v') widths increases as v 12• (It is emphasized that 
this result holds only under the approximation that the 
anharmonic coupling constants are independent of the 
electronic state. ) 
B. Anharmonic intramolecular potential curves 
In this case, both the linear and quadratic terms con-
tribute in general to DjJ.v [see Eq. (IV. 1)]. It is inter-
esting to note, however, that if the shapes of the poten-
tial curves for the two electronic manifolds are very 
similar, then T2-1 for the (0, 0) transition, and more 
generally for (v", v') transitions with v" = v'(i. e., pure 
electronic transitions), is very small, since the differ-
ence factors multiplying D~~ and D~2~ [see Eq. (IV. 1)] 
nearly vanish. The physical rationale for this is that 
the impurity experiences the same effective force from 
"collisions" with the neighboring host molecules in the 
upper level as in the lower level. Thus, the fluctuating 
"level shifts" arising from phonon scattering are the 
same in the upper lower levels and effectively cancel out 
in the difference factor. 
C. Pure electronic vs pure vibrational dephasing 
In Sees. IV A and IV B, we have dwelt upon the ex-
treme case in which the intramolecular vibrational ef-
fects on dephasing are more prominent than purely elec-
tronic effects. This is so because we have assumed 
that the impurity-lattice coupling does not depend 
on the electronic state of the impurity. Hence, the 
elastic phonon-scattering cross section depends direct-
ly on the difference in expectation values of powers of 
Q, e. g.' 
(IV. 6) 
and only indirectly on the electronic distribution, which 
affects the intramolecular X~v through E1(Q;O). Now, 
from Eq. (Ill. 25) we see that, if the impurity-lattice 
coupling is assumed to depend upon the electronic state, 
an important additional term, namely, 
(IV. 7) 
contributes to vibronic dephasing. It is clear that D~~> 
depends only upon the difference between the electronic 
distributions in the initial and final vibronic levels and 
hence represents a purely electronic contribution to de-
phasing, as discussed previously in connection with Eq. 
(III. 14 ). 
This point will be amplified in II where we consider 
a model in which the impurity-lattice couplings in the 
ground (i) and excited (f) levels satisfy the inequality 
I< .,..,() I (2} 1-o >I I <-o I <2> 1-o >I X1v EI:•O<,IB X1v << X!v' Ef;•O<,IB X!v' • (IV. 8) 
i.e. , the ground-state impurity-lattice coupling is much 
smaller than the excited-state coupling caused by the 
so-called electron-phonon interaction characteristic of 
molecular solids. 15 Clearly, under the condition (IV. 8), 
the (0, 0) transition can be considerably broadened by 
purely electronic dephasing. This result is in sharp 
contrast to the conclusions of Sees. IV A and IV B, which 
were reached under the rather restrictive assumption of 
identical impurity-lattice couplings for the two electron-
ic states. Note, however, that for large v, the v depen-
dence of ~ is essentially the same as in the previous 
cases. 
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D. Ouasilocal modes and exchange effects 
The dephasing of the impurity molecule by quasilocal 
modes proceeds by a different mechanism than dephas-
ing by Debye modes. We note the following interesting 
results from Appendix B: First, at sufficiently low 
temperatures, the two levels i and f can interact with a 
distribution PL(w) of quasilocal modes (having a width 
2yL) to produce a temperature dependence in T~- 1 which 
resembles that of an activated rate process having an 
activation energy nw 0-the peak energy of the distribu-
tion. The cross section for such a process is not, how-
ever, the pre-exponential frequency factor characteristic 
of an activated rate process. Rather, it is directly giv-
en by the matrix element 'U (2), which describes the dis-
parity in phonon scattering between the intramolecular 
levels i'U and f'U'. Second, the results indicate that there 
is no need of additional levels (beyond i'U and fv') in order 
to obtain Orbach-type dephasing processes [i. e. , a T 
dependence of exp(-nw0/k 8 T)). Recently, it was pro-
posed 16 that a four -leve 1 system is required to explain 
the T dependence of T~ for the system pentacene in 
paraterphenyl. Our two-level theory predicts such a T 
dependence and also allows for the presence (or absence) 
of such dependence for impurity molecules in different 
host lattices. This point was discussed first in Ref. 4, 
which formally treats the effect of exchange (among the 
four levels) on dephasing. The application of this for-
mal treatment4 to the system pentacene in paraterphenyl 
can be found in Ref. 17. For this system, liw0 ~ 20 cm-1 
and 'YL ~ 1 cm-1• Using these parameters in Eq. (B7), 
we arrive at the following estimates for T2: for k8 T = 1 
cm-t, T2""' 3 sec; for k8 T= 10 cm-1, T~"" 50 nsec. 
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
We have developed a quantum-mechanical theory of 
vibronic dephasing of impurity molecules in a solid host, 
deriving an explicit. expression [Eq. (III. 29)] for the pure 
dephasing rate (T2-1) which !Jl.anifests dependences upon 
molecular properties. We showed how intra- and inter-
molecular effects on dephasing can in certain instances 
be separated, in particular how the influence of temper-
ature, which arises solely from the lattice, can be iso-
lated in a single factor in the expression for T ;-t for the 
case of a Debye solid or a solid in which a narrow quasi-
local mode couples to the impurity. We also explored 
the dependences of r;-t upon intramolecular properties 
for two extreme cases in which either vibrational or 
electronic influences predominate. On the one hand, if 
the impurity-lattice coupling does not differ between the 
initial and final electronic states, then vibrational effects 
are emphasized, especially for high v' states. In the 
instance in which the initial and final intramolecular po-
tential curves [E:1(Q;O)] are nearly the same, the (0, 0) 
line is negligibly broadened by pure dephasing (Ti). On 
the other hand, if the coupling changes significantly in 
going between the initial and final electronic states, the 
(0, 0) line may be considerably broadened. This latter 
broadening is due to purely electronic effects. 
Within the context of harmonic approximation for the 
intramolecular potential curves, we have derived the 
explicit dependence of r;- 1 upon v, IJ., and w. The pre-
dictions are also in agreement with our expectations 
from a classical-mechanical viewpoint. 
Finally, it was shown that the simple theory for two 
levels interacting with a medium provides reasonable 
cross sections for pure dephasing and also predicts the 
observed temperature dependence (for example, Orbach-
type) without invoking population flow (sometimes called 
"exchange") among more than two levels. 
In closing, we note that, in the qualitative applications 
of the theory presented here, only zero-phonon lines 
have been considered. However, the theory developed 
in Sec. III implicitly includes non-zero-phonon lines. 
This can be seen as follows: Such isolated "discrete" 
non-zero-phonon lines are presumably due to transitions 
between joint levels involving impurity and phonon 
modes, e. g. , a local mode. The local mode could be 
libration of the impurity or a localized vibration arising 
from the impurity coupling to the neighboring lattice 
atoms. In the second case, we can lump the original 
impurity together with the nearest neighbors to form a 
"pseudomolecule, " or complex, which functions in the 
theory as a "renormalized" impurity. Now transitions 
between the intramolecular levels of the entire complex 
give rise to both zero- and non-zero-phonon lines. In 
this renormalized picture, the coupling of the complex 
to the lattice would depend much less sensitively on the 
electronic state of the impurity, if the electronic exci-
tations were sufficiently localized on the impurity. 
Strong shifts in the impurity near-neighbor coupling be-
tween initial and final electronic states could be handled 
by diagonalizing the adiabatic intramolecular PES of the 
complex. Through this diagonalization, anharmonic 
couplings between the modes of the original impurity and 
the pseudolocal modes of the complex, which are re-
sponsible for dephasing, would be taken properly into 
account. More on this idea will be published later. 
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APPENDIX A 
Employing the standard relation 
2rro(k)= J: dxexp(±ikx), 
we can rewrite Eq. (II. 12) as 
x J_~ dt exp(iEp.t/n) exp(- iEpt/n) , 
where we have invoked the following property of the 
Dirac delta function: 
o(ak)= jaj- 1 o(k). 
We can recast Eq. (A2) as 
(A1) 
(A2) 
(A3) 
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x(p'\exp(iH~t/li).O.Texp(-iH~t/n)\p), (A4) 
which follows from the fact that lp) and lp') are eigen-
states of Ht. Now, by the completeness relation 
L IP') (p' I = 1 ' (A5) 
p' 
Eq. (A4) simplifies to 
T2-1 =i/f"2 r dt .z=wp<pl.a.T.a.T(t)IP>. 
-"" I> 
(A6) 
where 
.O.T(t) = exp(iH~/1i) .O.T exp( -iH~t/li) (A7) 
is the operator in the Heisenberg picture. Finally, since 
PM(O) is diagonal with elements w,., we have from Eq. 
(A6) 
7'2- 1 = ~li- 2 s_: dt TrM(PM(O).O.T.O.T(t)) 
= ~n-2 J"" dt (.a. T.a. T(t) >t . 
-"" 
Note that if we rewrite Eq. (A4) as 
T;-1 = ~n- 2 L wp L:f"" dt 
p P' -cc 
(AS) 
x (pI exp(- iHtt/1i).O.T exp(iHtt/li) IP') (p'l.a.T IP) , 
(A9) 
then we get 
T;- 1 =~n-2 1: dt(.O.T(-t).O.T)!, (A10) 
instead of expression (AS). Of course, Eq. (A10) also 
follows directly from Eq. (AS) by tre general property 
of time -correlation functions that 
(AB(t))=(A(-t)B}. (All) 
Note that Eq. (All) requires PM(O) to commute with H~. 
Alternatively, either by rewriting Eq. (A4) as 
x (p' I exp(- iH!t/n-).6. T exp(iHtt/li IP) (A12) 
and then invoking relation (All) or by directly casting 
T~- 1 as 
72- 1 = ~n-2 L wp L f"" at 
p P' )_.., 
x (pI exp(iH~t/1i).O.T exp( -iH~t/n) IP') (p' l.a.T IP> , 
(A13) 
we arrive finally at 
T;- 1 = ~n-2 1: dt (.O.T(t).O.T )~ • (A14) 
APPENDIX B 
Here we derive explicit expressions for T~-l for the 
case in which. the impurity is coupled to a quasilocal 
mode. Now, since we assume that the density p(w) of 
local modes is sharply peaked about w 0, we can approx-
imate Eq. (III. 36) by 
T~- 1 = (1rj Nlm!) I"U W l2q4(w0)w02n(w 0) 
x[n(w0) + 1] fo"'mu: dw[p(w)]2 , (B1) 
where we have removed from under the integral sign the 
slowly varying (as a function of w) factors evaluated at 
the peak of the distribution. Since p(w) falls off rapidly 
as I w - w0 I increases, we can extend the limits of inte-
gration to± oo. Hence, we need to evaluate the integral 
I= i: dw[p(w)]2, 
where p(w) must be normalized according to 1: p(w)dw=No, 
(i32) 
(B3) 
N 0 being the total number of quasilocal modes. Let us 
now consider two special cases: 
(i) p(w) is Lorentz ian: In this case, the distribution 
is given by 
PL(w)=1T- 1NZrd[(w-w 0)2+riJ, (B4) 
where YL is equal to one half the full width at half-maxi-
mum (FWHH), i. e. , 
(B5) 
Substituting Eq. (B4) into (B2) and evaluating the inte-
gral by elementary techniques, we get 
I L = (Nz>2; (27TY L> • 
and from Eq. (B1) we have 
(T~- 1 )L = (1/2yL)(NLo/N)2 m; 2I"U }j> I V(w0)w02 
xn(wo)[n(wo) + 1]. 
(B6) 
(B7) 
(ii) p(w) is Gaussian: In this case, we express the 
distribution as 
PG(w) = ~(27rY~r 112 exp[- (w - w0) 2 /2y~) , 
where YG is now related to the FWHH by 
(FWHH) G = 2(2 ln2)112 YG • 
(BS) 
(B9) 
Substituting expression (BS) into Eq. (B2) and doing the 
integral as before gives 
(B10) 
and from Eq. (B1) we obtain finally 
(T~- 1 )c = (7r 112/2rcH~/N)2m;2 I'V WI V(wo)Wii2 
xn(w0)[n(w0)+1). (Bll) 
We note that, in both special cases (i) and (ii), the ex-
pression for the dephasing rate has the form given by 
Eq. (III. 44). Hence, in the limit of low temperature, 
both Eqs. (B7) and (Bll) assume the form of Eq. 
(III. 45). Moreover, comparing Eqs. (B7) and (Bll), 
we see that both (T~- 1h and (T~- 1 ) 0 depend inversely on 
the width (proportional to y) of the distribution. If~ 
=NZ and Yc=YL, then the dephasing rates corresponding 
to the two distributions differ only by the constant fac-
tor of 1r112• Note that in the limit y- 0, T~- 0, reflect-
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ing the fact that the medium is no longer a continuum in 
this limit. However, this is in contradiction of one of the 
the basic assumptions made at the outset of our treat-
ment, namely, that the correlation time of the medium 
is very short. Hence, within the context of the present 
theory a nonzero width of the local mode distribution is 
required. 
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